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Monia Ben Hamouda, 1991, italian born, tunisian roots visual artist.
Her work, mostly sculptural, has an almost intangible quality, creating a deep sense of post-digital unease 
through her perfectly curated combinations of organic and synthetic materials.  
In the collision of contrasting elements, Ben Hamouda expose the persistent strangeness and complex 
symbolism of human feelings. She is interested in the power of some images, or rather in images that 
contain a loss of power. She defines her work as ambiguous, laying, angry, somehow passive-aggressive: 
yielding but ready to attack you.
Linked to the cultural and religious simbology of her muslim family, her work let us penetrate inside her 
ancestors’s rituals, entering the psychological atmosphere of her private environment. 
Ben Hamouda shows us how deeply we are all marked, and contaminated, by the psychomental universe 
of our ancestors. For her, being born in a family is like being possessed, and this possession is passed on 
from generation to generation: the bewitched person turns into a sorcerer, projecting onto his children what 
had previously been projected onto him.

She earned her diploma in Visual Arts - Sculpture - from Brera Academy of Fine Arts in Milan.
She is the winner of the DUCATO Contemporary Art prize 2020 (Special Award). She was awarded the 
Filmidee summer residency (2015), the Academy Awards residency at Viafarini in Milan (2016), and se-
lected as youngest- jury member at Film Maker Festival in Milan (2014).
Her work has been reviewed, among others, in Mousse, ATPdiary, CURA, Panorama, La Repubblica, 
Artviewer, Schirn mag, We find wildness, Artslant LA, Contemporary art curator, Fruit of the forest, Istanbul 
art news, Syg, Ofluxo, Tzvetnik, Aujourd’ hui, YBR*, and in the Flatland Reader Catalogue 2020.

Solo exhibitions include:

Couple, Belinskej Model,
Prague CZ (UPCOMING 2020) 

Love Data - Alios 16ème Biennale d’Art Contemporain
Théâtre Cravey Pavilion, Double solo w/ Michele Gabriele,
La Teste-de-Bûch, France (2019)

Extended protection, Allegoric Defence, 
Gallery CC, Malmö SW (2019)

MIRANDA, paneproject,
Milan IT (2017)

It Won’t Only Kill You, it will Hurt the Whole Time You’re Dying, 
Double solo w/ Michele Gabriele, OJ , Istanbul TR (2017)

Group exhibitions include: 

Ducato Prize winners Exhibition, Palazzo del Podestà, 
Piacenza IT (UPCOMING 2021)

Collagen Shadows, ADA
Rome IT (2020)

NORTHERN LIGHTS, Alta art space,
Malmö SW  (2019)

Unsupported Message Format, Galerie Valeria Cetraro,
Paris FR  (2019)

Swamp Horses, Spirit Vessel + ALTAN,
Espinavesa ES (2019)

Orrido 120 residency, Swan Station, 
Buco del Piombo IT (2019)

WET,  Haunt project space, 
Yogyakarta IND (2018)

Swamp Thing versus Man-thing,
Et.al gallery, San Francisco CA (2018)

First I Have to Put my Face On,
Like a Little Disaster, Polignano a Mare IT (2018)

StickerSUV, 
Werkschauhalle Leipzig DE (2018)

H O P E, New Scenario, 
Universitätssammlungen Kunst 
Dresden DE (2017)

Trigger Party #6, Siliqoon, 
Marselleria Permanent Exhibition, Milan IT (2017) 

Fantasy Direct vol II,
The Wrong - Digital Art Biennale,
Nathan Road, Hong Kong CN (2017)

The Bunt,Ginny Projects, 
London UK (2017)

Assiette ou Virage et Dérapage, 
Something Must Break, Milan IT

Fantasy Direct,Yongma Charm Space, 
Seoul TKD (2017)

Milano Film Festival,
Milan IT (2016)

Takeoffs, Bocconi Art Gallery, 
Milan IT (2016)

VideoEspanso,
RivoliDue Fondazione per l’Arte 
Contemporanea, Milan IT (2016)

6pm Your Local Time Europe, 
Link Art Center For The Arts Of The Information Age, 
Brescia IT (2015)



Widely reported: the invasion of non-organic matter in soft tissues. Extensions of the senses and 
emotions as devices designed to fit perfectly in human hands. The intimate relation between bodies and 
technology, a mixing of fluids with fluids, of bodily matters with industrially derived compounds. The embrace of 
titanium and polymers that keeps hearts beating at a steady pace as the very idea of being human is slowly 
disintegrating. 
Bodies displayed as intrinsically artificial. Machines displayed as intrinsically human. Borders between 
subject and object becoming obsolete. This is the end of (hu)-man in the peak of the Anthropocene. 
This is not the era of ours only. This is the era of human as refugee. This is the shift where we become posthuman.

(Have you ever tried to understand reality without dichotomy and essentialism?)

A political coalition between the line of affinity. Fragile talismans assembled with the promise of power. As 
humans to reality, they too are linked and forced to remain together, in a radical now where a choice is 
made in perpetuum; to get closer or to part? 
The relation between object-subject blurred. Dynamic premises: you find yourself connected to/ through 
this object, as it is to/through you. Inseparable, you are in relation to reality. In order to be anchored in 
reality, you need to accept another order; you need to acknowledge the world as magical. 
A reality that is not human-centered, but where Things exist equally. It is in resonance with your own body 
that the amulets and talismans will gain their power. In the grip of a hand, they will connect to the body as 
extensions. These seemingly passive objects, intertwined with your own being, intermingled as gateways 
between your own limitations and the outer-world. Reaching out like tentacles towards the horizon. 
Where the world collide in an omnipotent and everlasting commitment.

‘‘ Monia Ben Hamouda’s works demands us to recognise them as -something-, something eerie, 
something that might not have been present to begin with, but never the less is evoked and conjured.
For me, there is really magic in these works. Because these objects meet me on a level where I have to 
see the world as not only experienced and knowledged by humans, but wild beyond our senses. A world 
where the atoms and cells and microorganisms of my own body is in a constant flux, and are constantly 
being replaced. “

Camilla Edström Ödemark, curator and gallerist, CC GalleryTrophy (Extended protection), 2019
Plaster, iron, water, plastic, feathers, cables.
120x45x30cm



Prediction, 2019
Wood, resin, synthetic clay, 

fabric, plaster, polish, concrete,
200x100cm 



‘‘The works of Monia Ben Hamouda often 
appear in transition between one state and 
the other. Suspended by the use of materials 
that make its placement difficult, the works are 
combined in ambiguously organic assemblies. 
Her sculptural practice is characterized by a 
liquid and changeable approach, which 
sometimes guides the subject to the 
limit of the autogenesis. 
The artist evokes symbols and icons thus 
accelerated or contaminated by the involve-
ment of external forces to the erosion of their 
identity, now tumultuous and crystallized in 
apparent immobility’’.

Zoe De Luca, writer and curator

Installation view from Collagen Shadows, 
group show at ADA, Rome (2020) curated by Zoe De Luca



Untitled (purse), 2019 
Feathers, branches, fabric, water, plaster. 
90x60x20cm

Wore during ‘‘Superhost”, group show 
Like a Little Disaster, Polignano a Mare IT





Prediction, 2019
Olive wood, resin, synthetic clay, fabric, plaster, polish 
180 x 60 x 60 cm,

Love Data - Alios 16ème Biennale D’Art Contemporain at 
Théâtre Cravey Pavilion, La Teste-De-Bûch, France



Prediction, 2019
Olive wood, resin, synthetic clay, fabric, plaster, polish 

90x110x100 cm,

Love Data - Alios 16ème Biennale D’Art Contemporain at 
Théâtre Cravey Pavilion, La Teste-De-Bûch, France







Prediction, 2019
Wood, resin, synthetic clay, 
fabric, plaster, polish, concrete,
190x110cm 

Love Data - Alios 16ème Biennale D’Art Contemporain at 
Théâtre Cravey Pavilion, La Teste-De-Bûch, France



Prediction, 2019
Wood, resin, synthetic clay, 

fabric, plaster, polish, concrete,
200x110cm 

Love Data - Alios 16ème Biennale D’Art Contemporain at 
Théâtre Cravey Pavilion, La Teste-De-Bûch, France



Prediction, 2019
Wood, resin, synthetic clay, fabric, plaster, polish, concrete
190x110cm 

Love Data - Alios 16ème Biennale D’Art Contemporain at 
Théâtre Cravey Pavilion, La Teste-De-Bûch, France





Prediction, 2019
Piano, Wood, resin, synthetic clay, fabric, plaster, polish,
water, 
165 x 210 x 170 cm

Love Data - Alios 16ème Biennale D’Art Contemporain at 
Théâtre Cravey Pavilion, La Teste-De-Bûch, France





Donna Demone, 2019 - Monia Ben Hamouda + Lucia Leuci 
Feathers, resin, clay, oil, glass. 
60x40x10cm





Installation view from Extended protection, Allegoric Defence, at CC Gallery, Sweden

Lay Down Arms (dog), 2019
Leather sofa, plaster, string, water, plastic, 
feathers, sweater. 255x180x155cm



Monia Ben Hamouda, Exhaust, 2018
Silicone, pigment, water, wax, plastic, plaster.
100cm approx.





Exhaust, 2018 
view at Orrido 120 residency







Exhaust (recharging), 2018
Silicone, pigment, water, wax, plastic, plaster.
100cm approx.



I can’t even reply you (but we were in love), 2017 
Pig Tails, water, travel sachet
Variable measures



I can’t even reply you (new), 2017
Pig Tails, water, polymethyl methacrylate, plastic band

Variable measures



I can’t even reply you , 2017
Pig Tails, water, plastic

Variable measures



I can’t even reply you (finned and bounded), 2017 
Meat, water, hairs
Variable measures

Installation view from  H O P E ,  Curated by New Scenario 
UNIVERSITÄTSSAMMLUNGEN KUNST + TECHNIK in der ALTANAGalerie der Technischen 
Universität Dresden



I’m Just Trying to be Pretty (Racoon), 2017
(Make up sponges, plastic bag, cow tail bones)
50cm approx.





Still Broken (Ambistoma mexicanum), 2018
(silicone, water, volleyball)
Variable measures



Installation view from First I have to put my face on, LALD Polignano a Mare IT





Dog I, 2017 
Fur, muzzle, water. Variable dimensions

Installation view from ‘‘ It Won’t Only Kill You, it will 
Hurt the Whole Time You’re Dying, OJ Istanbul TR

Sealion (Lichee Drink), 2017
Metal can, silicone, soap, water, plastic band

Variable dimensions

View from Paradise on Mars, ojartspace Istanbul TR



Sealion, 2017
(Pigmented silicone, water, soap, lotion)

Variable measures

View from Paradise on Mars, ojartspace Istanbul (TR)



Survive, Adapt and Protect (Just Breath), 2017
Plastic band, clay, silicone, water, plastic bottles, fur

Exhibition view from MIRANDA, PANE Project, Milan Italy





Survive, Adapt and Protect (You’ll never be missed), 2017
Plastic band, clay, silicone, water, plastic bottles, fur, Michele Gabriele’s ‘‘The missing link’’

Exhibition view from MIRANDA, PANE Project, Milan Italy





It was right / Even though it felt wrong, 2017
silicone, water

Variable measures

Installation view from Assiette ou virage et derapage, SomethingMustBreak Milan IT



MONIABENHAMOUDA.TUMBLR.COM 

MONIABENHAMOUDA.QRZ@GMAIL.COM

+39 340 263 6943

MILAN, ITALY


